OVERVIEW

The Global Consulting Program (GCP) prepares students for the global business community they’ll enter upon graduation. At each GCP location, students partner with foreign business students to research and propose solutions for local companies, learning business problem-solving techniques, and gaining international consulting experience.

Mandatory language and cultural training take place throughout the semester prior to departure, as well as an intensive consulting training program. Faculty who travel with the students serve as mentors, empowering them to develop sustainable solutions while navigating the dynamics of a multicultural team.

PROGRAM SITES

China • France • Germany • Greece • Hungary • Italy • Nicaragua • Spain

*Not all sites are offered every year. Visit business.ohio.edu/gcp for current information about

"My favorite experience at Ohio University was the Global Consulting Program. I GREW AND LEARNED SO MUCH during the two weeks in France. I developed a more refined professional personality, gained a lot of autonomy, and became more independent. GCP GAVE ME A LEG UP as far as getting an interview for an internship since it provides REAL LIFE EXPERIENCE AND CULTURAL EMPATHY." —Adam Cellar, ’13